Electronic safety netting toolkit for cancer – location of toolkit in EMIS Web

The location for the template and protocol alerts are under:

Templates and protocols - emis library - emis protocol - third sector partnerships - Macmillan cancer support - cancer safety netting

If you prefer you can search for safety netting and the template will be brought up too, rather than dropping into folders.

Location for the safety netting search:

If you prefer you can search for the search and it will be brought up too, rather than dropping into folders.

The files are all inactive and you WILL NEED TO ACTIVATE in order to use them.

This goes for the templates, protocol alerts and the search.

**IF YOU ARE USING A PILOT/DRAFT VERSION OF THE TOOLKIT:**

If you have a draft/pilot version of the toolkit in your practice you will need to deactivate and archive the old version before you activate the new ones so there isn't confusion or clashing with the various files. This includes individually deactivating the template, the protocol alerts and the search.